Abstract. The presence of a non-baryonic dark matter component in the Universe is inferred from the observation of its gravitational interaction. If dark matter interacts weakly with the Standard Model it would be produced at the LHC, escaping the detector and leaving a large missing transverse momentum as its signature. The ATLAS detector has developed a broad and systematic search program for dark matter production in LHC collisions. The results of these searches on the first 13 TeV data, their interpretation, and the design and possible evolution of the search program will be presented.
Introduction
Dark Matter is an unsolved problem; there is nothing in the Standard Model that can explain it. However, something beyond this theory clearly exists. The astrophysical indicators of Dark Matter (DM) come primarily from the cosmic microwave background [1, 2] , gravitational lensing [3] , the motion of stars in galaxies [4] , and the motion of galaxies in clusters [5] .
In order to discover the nature of DM, some assumptions must be made about it. The most important assumption is that DM is a particle that interacts weakly with the Standard Model (SM) [6, 7] . Once this assumption is made, DM can be searched for in emission from galactic sources, from direct detection in nuclear recoils underground, or from particle production in colliders. The searches being performed using the 13 TeV dataset from the ATLAS detector [8] at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [9] will be presented here.
The ATLAS Dataset
The data taken at the ATLAS detector at 13 TeV during 2015 and 2016 are used for the following searches. The recorded luminosity during these time periods can be seen in Figure 1 for the 13 TeV data collected at the LHC are found in Ref. [10] . These benchmark models include effective field theory (EFT) models which are defined by their interaction mass or energy scale (M * or Λ). Other models included are the simple mediator models, often referred to as 'simplified models', whose parameters include the mass of the mediator (m med ) and the mass of the DM (m χ ). Both EFT and simplified models are measurable in the ATLAS detector when the DM particles are produced in conjunction with SM particles, which arise either as initial state radiation (ISR), or through direct contact at the interaction.
Further DM models being considered are 'two Higgs doublet models'. These models include either vector (Z ) or scalar (h, A 0 , S ) particles that act as mediators to DM, as well as SM particles that interact in the detector. Recommendations and benchmarks for these models can also be found in Ref. [10] .
Mono-X Searches
Searches for DM plus a detectable SM particle are referred to as 'Mono-X' searches, where 'X' is the SM particle being produced in conjunction with the DM particle(s). In Mono-X searches, the presence of DM is inferred from a momentum imbalance in the ATLAS detector. The key variable to these searches is the magnitude of the missing momentum, referred to as missing energy, which is in the plane transverse to the beam direction. The symbol for this variable is E miss T . The amount of E miss T expected from the DM depends on the masses of both the DM and its mediator.
Other important variables and selections applied to the potential DM events in Mono-X include suppression of fake E miss T through proxy on its uncertainty E miss T / √ ΣE T and angular requirements, which could include a large separation ∆φ between the missing momentum and the SM particle momentum or separation between the missing momentum and hadronic activity in the detector.
Mono-photon
One of the cleanest Mono-X signatures of new physics is the Mono-γ search. In this search, using 36.1 fb −1 of data collected at ATLAS, an ISR γ is produced along with at least 150 GeV of E miss T [11] , see Figure 2 (left). Events with leptons or more than one jet are vetoed. The background is predominantly Z + jets, where Z → νν. Normalization factors for the backgrounds are obtained from a simultaneous background-only fit. up to 400 GeV (right) [11] .
Using the results in Figure 2 (right), limits can be placed on the simplified models of DM that were analyzed. As seen in Figure 3 , mediator masses up to 1.2 TeV can be excluded for the axialvector mediator simplified model. As well, limits on the DM-nucleon cross-section for interaction are extremely competitive with direct detection searches at low and mid-range DM masses. . Exclusion contours at 90% CL reinterpreted as spin-dependent DM-nucleon coupling strengths for various mediator masses, and compared to direct detection searches (right) [11] .
Mono-jet
One of the first places Mono-X searches could find DM is the Mono-jet search [12] , as ISR jets are a frequent occurrence and a distinct signature in the detector. In this search, using 3.2 fb −1 of data, an energetic ISR jet is produced along with at least 250 GeV of E . Exclusion contours at 90% CL reinterpreted as spin-dependent DM-nucleon coupling strengths for various mediator masses and compared to direct detection searches (right) [12] .
Mono-V
A search similar to the Mono-jet search is the Mono-V(hadronic) search [13] . This search for DM examines 3.2 fb −1 of data for an ISR W or Z boson in the form of an energetic jet containing substructure consistent with coming from a W or Z boson and at least 250 GeV of missing energy. Backgrounds, such as Z → νν + jets, are estimated through MC and normalized to data through dedicated control regions. Both vector-mediated simplified models as well as EFT contact models are considered, and limits are set on the signal strength and couplings respectively. The EFT Feynman diagram and results can be seen in Figure 5 . 
EPJ Web of Conferences
An analysis with a similar structure is the Mono-Z( ) search that is performed with 13.3 fb −1 looking for the emission of an ISR Z boson where the Z boson decays into charged leptons [14] . This process has a smaller cross section (from the smaller branching fraction of the Z → ), but a cleaner signal than the Mono-V search. The background arises primarily from diboson processes, as well as Z → + jets, and is estimated through MC and normalized by dedicated control regions, see Figure 6 . 
Mono-H
Another suite of analyses that have sensitivities to different models of DM are the Mono-H searches. They search for two Higgs doublet models, such as the one picture in Figure 7 . This search has a very clean signature, with the γγ non resonant spectrum estimated from sideband regions in data, and SM H → γγ estimated from MC. Limits on a Z B mediator are placed up to 850 GeV for DM masses up to 200 GeV. These are reinterpreted as spin-independent cross section limits and compared to direct detection searches, see Figure 8 . These limits are only competitive at the lowest masses of DM. . This has a clean signature with few background events, which are primarily from SM Higgs and diboson events. Upper limits were set on cross section times branching fraction for models with various masses of mediators and a DM mass of 1 GeV, see Figure 9 . 
+ quarks
The final category of Mono-X searches for DM is from E miss T + quarks, in a simplified model such as in Figure 10 (left) . This is where apair is produced in conjunction with a scalar (φ) or pseudo scalar (a) mediator, which then decays into DM particles. The searches are being performed with 13.3 fb −1 wherecan be either bb [18] or tt. In tt analyses, the decay products are split by number of leptons , and include 0 [19] , 1 [20, 21], or 2 [22] . Figure 10 . Model of DM produced in conjunction with a bb and a scalar or pseudo scalar mediator particle (left) and the limits set on the signal strength of the scalar mediator, for a range of masses (right) [18] .
Both the bb and tt searches look for jets tagged as b-jets with between 150 GeV and 350 GeV of E miss T . Limits are set on the signals strength of the mediator particle (for bb, see Figure 10 (right)), or in the m χ -m med plane up to ∼ 350 GeV.
Mediator Searches
If the DM mediator can be produced at the LHC, then it must couple to quarks. Therefore, the mediator should also decay back to SM particles. This will show up as a resonance, such as a Z resonance, in the invariant mass of the decay products. This invariant mass is the parameter of interest for these direct mediator searches, rather than the E miss T for the Mono-X searches.
Dijet
If the mediator couples to quarks, then these would show up in the detector as two energetic jets, known as a dijet event. There are three separate searches for dijet events. The first is a search for at least two jets with a large transverse momentum [23] . This search used 37 fb −1 of data, and modelled the background with a fit to a smoothly falling QCD spectrum in m j j . It is sensitive in the mass range 1.1-8.2 TeV. Another search with a very similar strategy is the 'Trigger Level Analysis', which probes a lower mass range (0.44-1.2 TeV), as it triggers to record events on a stream of partially rebuilt objects in the detector (tracking and muon information is thrown away), and searched 3.4 fb −1 of data [24] . Finally, the dijet + ISR analysis triggers on an event with an energetic photon or jet to look for lower mass dijets, but uses similar background estimations to the first two analyses, and used an intermediate 15. Each of these analyses uses y * , which is half the difference in rapidity of the two jets, to reduce the QCD background. The analyses search ranges of the mass of the mediator (m Z ) for various coupling strengths. The three searches described above are summarized in Figure 11 . Finally, not pictured here, a dijet resonance search for Z was done searching exclusively for t-quarks [26] . 
Dilepton
Under the assumption that the mediator also couples to charged leptons, the mediator could decay into pairs of electrons or muons. The search for a mediator decaying to charged leptons (Z → ) was done with 36.1 fb 
Combinations
A combination of the Mono-X and mediator searches can be seen in Figure 13 , [28] . For the simplified models, a common set of parameters from the benchmark models were chosen in order to be able to consistently overlay the results from the different searches. Figure 13 . DM Combinations of Mono-X and mediator searches for the axial-vector mediator with no leptonic couplings (left) and small leptonic couplings (right) [28] .
These searches can also be reinterpreted on DM-nucleon scattering cross section plots with direct detection searches, under the assumptions that all SM quarks couple equally to the mediator, and that there is only one variant of DM, which couples to this mediator, see Figure 14 . 
Additional searches
In addition to the Mono-X and mediator searches presented, there are a large variety of searches at ATLAS to find particle DM. The ones presented previously are not the only ones that are competitive. Supersymmetry (SUSY) searches for the lightest supersymmetric partner, a DM candidate, and their mediators have excellent discrimination power. These searches follow methods similar to those in [29] , and set competitive limits on the DM masses of charginos and neutrilinos, the SUSY candidates for DM.
Summary
The dark matter searches being performed in ATLAS are complimentary to each other and to direct detection searches. The recommendations have been to move from effective field theories to 'simplified' or mediator models in order to ensure the validity of the models at the large centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. This has also enabled searches for mediators themselves, providing additional constraints on the dark matter limits being published. There are many interesting 13 TeV results in both 2015 and 2016 data, and many more to come. The results presented here are not exhaustive, but show the cornerstone of the dark matter search program at ATLAS.
